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2ABSTRACT
Heat transfer rates for total condensation inside 
a single horizontal tube were studied for a range of 
temperature differences and tube dimensions. Boiling 
distilled water was used as coolant. Three tube 
diameters 1 , 2 inches and four tube lengths, 16,
1 2, 8 , and h feet were used, these being regarded as 
covering the industrial range of condensers.
Tube wall, and vapour temperatures inside the test 
tube were measured at 12 inch intervals along the tube 
length. Prom these and a knowledge of the heat 
flux, values of the condensation side heat -transfer 
coefficient were obtained.
The results were correlated by the dimensionleOs 
equation:
0.99 ( A ) 1 ,0 3 7
The mean deviation between calculated and 
experimental Nusselt number was 0 .95%. with a slight 
sacrifice of accuracy:
W|
o
- 3 -
h D 
1
*/5
= 0 .323 W Si
or
h = 1.292 (V i i !_JL)'A. AT)
Giving a mean deviation of 3.16% between 
calculated and experimental value.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Condensation inside tubes is often used in the 
Chemical Industry, particularly in heaters using 
steam or other heat transfer media. In equipment 
of this type complete condensation occurs within 
the tube •
The mechanism of condensation will depend on 
the two phase flow regime inside the tube. Although 
these regimes can be fairly satisfactorily predicted 
for systems in settled flow, the case of condensation 
inside tubes involves the continuous change of the 
proportions of gas and liquid. For this reason the 
accepted method of prediction may not be satisfactory* 
and the establishment of a mathematical method is not 
possible at this stage.
The extreme case of total condensation may result 
in the establishment of two or more regimes along the 
tube, and a more fundamental investigation would 
involve the separate study of these regimes.
The flow regimes which may be expected to occur
- 13 -
Inside a horizontal two phase settled flow system 
are (22,23*2i+>25):
1. Stratified flow, in which the liquid flows 
along the bottom of the pipe and the gas 
flows over a smooth liquid-gas interface.
2. Wavy flow, is similar to stratified flow 
except the interface has waves travelling 
in the direction of flow.
3. Bubble or froth flow, in which bubbles of 
gas are dispersed throughout the liquid.
I*. Slug flow, in which a wave is picked up 
periodically by the rapidly moving gas to 
form a frothy slug which passes along the 
pipe at a greater velocity than the average 
liquid velocity. In this type of flow, 
slugs can cause severe and in some cases 
dangerous vibrations in equipment 
because of impact of the high-velocity 
slugs against such fittings as return 
bends •
- 11+ r
5# Annular flow, in which the liquid flows as 
a film around the pipe inside wall and the 
gas flows as a core. A portion of the 
liquid is entrained as a spray by the 
central gas core.
6 i Plug flow, in which alternate plugs of 
liquid and gas move along the upper part 
of the pipe.
71 Spray or dispersed flow, in which nearly 
all the liquid is entrained as fine 
droplets by the gas•
The two design equations available at present are 
for partial condensation inside a horizontal tube. In 
one case (1 5*1 8) the correlation is based on annular 
flow regime, whilst in the other (1 9*2 0) a 
stratified or wavy flow was assumed.
Calculations of condensation coefficients 
inside horizontal tubes for the purpose of condenser 
design are at present made by a modification of the 
Nusselt equation for condensation outside horizontal 
tubes (30). A similarity between the condensation 
mechanism inside and outside tubes would only exist 
in the case of stratified flow if one ignores the
n 15 t
the vapour drag and the existence of* the pool of liquid 
in the bottom of the tube. However, this design 
procedure is somewhat doubtful, as the flow regime 
in any given case cannot be established reliably,
An investigation was therefore necessary in order 
to establish a design procedure for use with total 
condensation inside a horizontal tube, the work being 
carried out on tube dimensions and heat fluxes likely 
to be encountered in industrial applicationsi
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY
The first mathematical expression for the process 
of condensation was presented by Nusselt (1), in 1916. 
His analysis considered the liquid as flowing downward 
over the surface under the influence of gravity but 
retarded by the effect of viscosity. The flow was 
assumed to be purely laminar and the heat transfer 
determined solely by conduction. The temperature 
of the surface of the liquid was taken as the 
saturation temperature of the vapour. Using these 
assumptions as a basis, Nusselt derived equations 
for condensation on vertical tubes, vertical plates, 
and the outside of horizontal tubes. The derivation 
of these equations ahd a discussion of the 
experimental data on this subject are available in 
several references (2,3>U>5). The final theoretical 
equation of Nusselt for film-type condensation on a 
vertical plate of unit width and height L is:
hc = 0.9U3
✓ -z pVpi g »]
. "Hi'L AT J
The corresponding equation for the heat transfer 
coefficient of a pure saturated vapour condensing 
on the outside of a single horizontal tube of 
diameter DQ is:
- 17 -
h = 0.725
V
Comparison between the above equations for a 
given A T  shows that vertical and horizontal tubes 
should give the same value of h if the length of
V
the vertical tube is 2 ,8 7 times the outside
diameter of the horizontal tube. If a tube had a
ratio of length to diameter of 1 0 0:1 , theoretically,
h for the horizontal position would be 2 .I4I4. times c
that for the vertical position.
The effect of turbulence in the liquid, of 
steam condensing on a vertical tube was reported 
by Kirkbfide (6 ), Badger (l), and Seban (8). Data 
available in the literature on heat transfer by 
condensing vapour on vertical surfaces were
d J which are suggested by the Nusselt
equation for viscous flow of condensate film.
Over the range of the data Kirkbride correlated
the following equation for turbulent flow
(UW ) greater than 2500).
(ttlUA-i)
correlated by the coordinates hc
2 </3
  ) and
^or UW less than 2500 following equation is
O.k
applic*>>T«
3
The above equation has been derived by Nusselt for 
viscous flow only.
The effect of vapour shear was studied by 
Carpenter and Colburn (9)? and Rohsenow* Webber and 
Ling (10)* Carpenter and Colburn showed that the 
coefficient of heat transfer for condensing vapour 
for forward flow inside a vertical tube are much 
higher than would be predicted by the Nusselt 
equations. Carpenter and Colburn assumed that the 
condensate layer becomes turbulent at much lower 
values of Reynolds number than in the absence of a 
vapour velocity, and that the main thermal 
resistance is in a laminar sublayer whose thickness 
can be calculated from generalized velocity 
distributions developed for one-component flow in
19 -
pipes. Making the assumption that the condensing 
rate is uniform and that, therefore, the vapour 
velocity decreases linearly with length, then the 
average value of vapour mass velocity Gm, is given
where is the value of vapour mass velocity Gy, at 
the top of the tube and Gg is the value at the bottom 
of the tube. Then the average condensing film 
coefficient of heat transfer in terms of average .mass 
vapour velocity inside a vertical tube is given by 
Carpenter and Colburn as:
Where is Panning Friction Factor for the vapour 
flowing in the pipe. The above equation shows the 
effect of the vapour velocity on heat transfer 
coefficient and should be used for turbulent flow only.
Bromley (11), calculated the effect of heat 
capacity of condensate for horizontal and vertical tubes. 
He obtained the following equations for a horizontal 
tube:
by
Gm
- 20 -
hc = 0.728
K13p1(p1-pT)g ft ^ 1+0 .U- CplAT ^
tx1D0 AT J
and for a vertical tube ±
2 N4/
h = 0.9U3C
Ki3pi^ pi~ pT)gx^ i+°.ti. Cpiat ^
C ATFor small pi , these equations will reduce to 
?>
Nusselt equations for condensation outside the 
horizontal and vertical tubes. The above equations 
are satisfactory for values of ^ p l up to about
A
3 *0 , and should not be used beyond this value.
Baer and McKelvey (12), accounted for the 
resistance of the condensation process at the 
vapour-liquid interface. In their theoretical 
analysis of heat transfer in film condensation the 
total vapour side resistance to heat transfer is 
obtained by adding the resistance to conduction 
through the condensate film to the resistance due to 
the condensation at the vapour-liquid interface. The 
analysis shows that under ordinary conditions conduction 
in the condensate film is controlling, provided the 
condensation coefficient is greater than about 0 .1 0. 
However, under conditions of low total pressure, low
- 21 -
condensation coefficient, the resistance of "both 
processes must be considered. Baer and McKelvey 
obtained the following equation for condensation on a 
vertical surface as a function of heat flux , 
vapour-liquid interface temperature , bulk vapour 
temperature Tq, and temperature of surface of
condenser TQ.
r
c
where
+ )
oK1 = (f) / (T0-T1 ) 
k2 = (£)/(T.,-T2)*
In the above equation total vapour side thermal 
resistance is shown to be equal to the sum of two 
additive resistances, the first due to conduction in 
the liquid film and the second due to the condensation 
process at the vapour-liquid interface; Under certain 
conditions the second term becomes negligibly small 
and the above equation reduces to the Nusselt equation.
A boundary-layer analysis was made for laminar film
condensation on a horizontal cylinder by Sparrow and
Gregg (13) and Chen (1U). For small values of Cp l ,
A
the heat transfer results for fluids of any Prandtl
number is given by Sparrow and Gregg as:
- 22 -
Nu = 0.733
2 _ 3S Pi -0
V i 4T i
The above equation is similar* to Nusselt equation 
for film condensation outside a horizontal tube with 
0 .7 3 3 instead of 0 .7 2 5 for the value of the constant.
All the above work has been done on vertical 
surfaces or outside horizontal tubes where removal of 
condensate was no problem. Inside a horizontal tube 
the accumulation and the flow pattern of the condensate 
is a major factor.
Jacob (3)> pointed out that Nusselt*s analysis for 
outside a horizontal tube would be applicable to 
condensation inside the tube if the accumulation of 
condensate were neglected.
Akers and Rosson (15)* condensing methanol and 
Freon-12 inside a horizontal tube determined the effect 
of vapour velocity on heat transfer coefficients and 
correlated the results in a semitheoretical equation. 
From the experimental measurements they indicated that 
the condensing coefficient inside the tube was lowered 
appreciably by a small amount of liquid flowing in the 
tube. However, increasing liquid flow rates had only
- 23 -
a negligible effect until liquid Reynolds number 
exceeded 5000. Since there will normally be sufficient 
liquid in a tube to reduce the coefficient, the effect 
of liquid Reynolds number on the heat transfer rate 
can be neglected in the laminar range. In the 
turbulent range the heat transfer coefficient increases 
with increased liquid loadings.Their data—were 
represented by
Nu = 13<8(Pr£ f  (Re) ° ’ 2
Pi
For values of vapour Reynolds number from 1000 to 
2 0 ,0 0 0 and
j/3 > US n r-j
NU = 0.1 (Pr) (Re) ° * 67
Pi
For values of vapour Reynolds number from 20,000 
to 100,000. These correlations are limited to laminar 
flow in the liquid and should not be used for values 
of liquid Reynold numbers in excess of 5>000.
Altman, Staub and Norris (16), found local heat 
transfer and pressure drop for Freon-22 condensing 
inside a horizontal tube at high vapour velocities.
They used turbulent vapour-turbulent liquid model of 
the Martinelli and Nelson (33) method for calculating 
the pressure drop in the test section. This method is 
applicable to the annular flow pattern only, where a
- 21+ -
film of condensate forms an annular about a vapour 
core *
Initially the heat transfer coefficients were 
obtained from Carpenter and Colburn*s (9 ) method.
The main limitations of Carpenter and Colburn*s method 
are that only the resistance of the laminar layer is
considered, which should result in a greater than _
experimental heat transfer coefficient at the lower 
vapour qualities, and that no buffer layer is included 
between the laminar and turbulent layers, which should 
result in lower than experimental heat transfer 
coefficients at the high vapour qualities.
The result of the work of Altman, Staub and Norris 
is shown by the following equation.
and was calculated from the sum of the measured 
pressure drop and the momentum pressure rise by the 
following equation
Where P is the shear stress in the laminar
8condensate sublayer multiplied by gQ (Ij.. 18x10 ; Lbm.Pt. LbP.Hr2
where A P,
during two-phase (annular) flow
- 25 -
The annular-flow analogy is implied in both 
the pressure drop and heat transfer correlations, and 
therefore the above equations are applicable to the 
turbulent vapour-turbulent liquid annular flow pattern 
only.
 Tepe and Mueller _(17.)» condensing benzene and
methyl alcohol inside a horizontal and an inclined 
tube, reported coefficients 50 per cent higher than 
the Nusselt values. Also effects of angle of tube 
inclination and vapour velocity on heat transfer 
coefficients for the film condensation were studied.
In the range of vapour rates they employed, heat 
transfer coefficients were proportional to the 
0 .7 0, 0 .9 5* and 0.82 powers of the arithmetic mean 
vapour flow rates at inclinations of 0°, 15°* and 
90° to the horizontal respectively.
Akers, Deans, and Crosser (18), condensing 
propane and Freon-12 inside a horizontal tube, found 
coefficients dependent on the average mass-vapour 
and liquid velocities based upon the cross-sectional 
tube area. Their study of pressure drop for two-phase 
flow and consideration of the condensation process 
within a tube suggests that for reasonable mass-vapour
- 26 -
flow rates the flow could he considered as an annular 
ring of condensate surrounding a core of vapour. If 
the resistance to heat transfer is caused hy the 
liquid, the flow character of the condensate film 
should determine the heat transfer coefficient.
The most important force determining the flow of
condensate should result from the interaction___
between the vapour core and the liquid film. 
Theoretically the vapour core could he replaced with 
a liquid whose flow would yield the same value for 
the shear force:
2 2 
f G f-,0.T,r = V v _ 1 1
v 2g p L 2g P-.L&cKv ec 1
From the ahove principle and using single-phase 
flow equation for the heat transfer (Nu;Pr~m= ARe31), 
Akers, Dean, and Grosser, correlated their results 
hy the following equations:
Nu.(Pr. ) 3 = 0.0265 (Re) 0 ,8
For Reynolds number above 5x10 , considering 
arithmetic average mass-vapour and liquid velocities 
hased upon the cross-sectional tuhe area, and
-4 f/3
Nu(Pr.) = 5.03 (Re)
) j T\p
For Reynolds number below 5x10 (Re=  E , where
—  —  —
—  ) 2 ®1 an(i Gv are ari't^ me‘tic average
pv ' ’
GE-Cil+Gv>
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mass-liquid and vapour velocities based upon the 
cross-sectional tube area). The above equations are 
applicable to annular flow regimes only, where the 
vapour core could be replaced with a liquid whose 
flow would yield the same for the shear.
Chato (19), used a momentum-energy approach to 
find heat transfer coefficients for condensation 
inside a horizontal and inclined tubes. In his 
work he considered laminar flow only where condensate 
is flowing on the bottom of the tube. Since the heat 
transfer coefficients are relatively insensitive to 
variation of the vapour angle, a mean vapour angle of 
120 deg; may be used, Chato obtained the following 
equation for the heat transfer coefficient based on 
the entire internal area of the horizontal tube.
At vapour flow rates above an entering vapour
Reynolds number of about 35*000 the above equation is
no longer valid, because gravity effects are
negligible and the orientation of the tube becomes
unimportant. For the small value of pi A t the above
A
equation reduces to the Nusselt equation.
- 28 -
Analysis of condensation inside horizontal tubes 
was made by Chaddock (20), using the Nusselt analysis 
together with an empirical relation for the depth of 
the condensate in the "bottom of the tube. He assumed 
the condensate collected at the bottom of the tube 
in open channel flow making the bottom ineffective as 
a heat transfer surface. Neglecting the heat transfer 
through the "bottom condensate", then the average 
heat transfer coefficient based on the total tube area 
is given by Chaddock as the following equation.
ends at the surface of the bottom condensate and is 
given the following equation.
Also-fl- and £ are defined by the following equations.
where iy is the film angle measured from the top 
of the tube to the point where the condensing film
where
J = fKl3(Pl~Py)g
■ ^ i 3 y?
and d is diameter in inch
( 3 /
JX  = k i  p1 ( p 1- p v ) g A
>*1
where
3(SinI^ )^ 3
V  H
( Sin© ) d6
The quantity p has "been evaluated "by Abromowitz 
(3U)» for different values of U/,
The equation for heat transfer coefficient 
developed by Chaddock is restricted for laminar flow 
with condensate flowing on the bottom of the tube, and 
should not be used for high entering vapour Reynolds 
number,
Myers (31)# condensing methanol and acetone 
inside a horizontal tube determined heat transfer 
coefficients using the Nusselt analysis. Further, 
the author assumed that the constant in the Nusselt 
equation is a function of the vapour shear, or more 
conveniently, of the Reynolds number of the vapour. 
From the experimental data Myers correlated his 
results by the following equation for the heat 
transfer coefficient inside a horizontal tube.
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The Author claims that, the accuracy of the 
equation is better at high vapour Reynolds numbers.
Considering Nusselt1s analysis, he assumed that 
the condensate film flow is laminar and the shear is 
negligible at the vapour-liquid interface. Therefore 
at high vapour Reynolds numbers the above equation 
cannot hold true becuase of the deviation from 
Nusseltfs assumptions, and also because at high 
vapour Reynolds numbers the gravity effects are 
negligible. Chato (19)* showed that at high vapour 
flow rates above an entering vapour Reynolds number 
of about 35*000 and small value of ^pl^^ , Nusselt*s
X
equation for condensation is not valid.
The effect of tube inclination was examined by 
Hassan and Jakob (21), who found that the heat transfer 
rate varies as the one-fourth power of the cosine of 
the inclination from horizontal.
The two-phase flow pattern inside a tube has a 
strong effect on the heat transfer. Several 
investigators (2 2,2 3*214-,2 5) have attempted to predict 
flow patterns. Unfortunately they do not agree in the 
range of their classification nor in their predictions. 
These investigators and others (26,27*28) also reported 
correlations on pressure drop. Most notable among
r 31 -
these are Lockhart and Martinelli (28), who have 
predicted pressure drops for two-phase flow in 
terms of single phase pressure drop. These works 
may apply only to ordinary two phase flow, where 
continuous accumulation of the condensate along 
the tube does not exist.
All the above work has been done on partial 
condensation, and further study was therefore 
required for total condensation. This present 
study of total condensation inside a horizontal 
tube was undertaken to find the effects of such 
variables as length, diameter, condensate flow 
rate, and temperature drop, on heat coefficient.
T 32 -
5* APPARATUS
The experimental equipment, Figures 1,2,3* and U 
may be classified into two general groups, the vapour 
generator-condenser and the temperature measurement 
system.
3.1. VAPOUR GENERATOR-CONDENSER SYSTEM
3.1A GENERAL
The vapour generator-condenser system can best 
be described by following the flow path of the steam. 
The steam from the boiler was dried in a vapour-liquid 
separator before passing through the condenser test 
tube. This was cooled by boiling distilled water 
which ran outside the tube in a cylindrical jacket.
The vapour from the boiling distilled water was 
condensed and measured. After total condensation 
took place inside the horizontal test tube, the 
condensate entered a collecting vessel from which 
it passed to a steam trap. The condensate was 
cooled and its rate of flow determined by weighing 
the amount collected over a given time interval.
The pressure drop inside the condenser tube was 
measured with a differential pressure manometer across
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its inlet and outlet. The steam flow rate to the 
condenser tube was controlled hy a variable reducing 
pressure valve.
BOILER
The steam boiler had a working pressure of 
75 pounds per square inch and a maximum output of 
800 pound per hour. The feed water was introduced 
at its boiling point to minimize dissolved air.
3.1 .2. REDUCING PRESSURE VALVE
A double-control action reducing valve was used 
to maintain a constant inlet steam flow rate to the 
condenser tube.
5.1.5. VAPOUR~LIQUID SEPARATOR
A cyclone steam separator was used to minimize 
the moisture in the steam. The separator was drained 
via a steam trap, the operation of which could be 
checked by a level gauge. The makers claim a separation 
of 95%~98% of the inlet condition.
r' 38 -
3 . 1 STEAM TRAPS
Ball-Float steam trap were used throughout.
These have the advantage of continuous discharge over 
a wide range of operating conditions without affecting 
the steam pressure and continuous automatic release 
of non-condensible gases. Each trap was protected by 
a strainer.
5.1.5. CONDENSER TUBE AND COOLING SYSTEM
The condenser tube passed through a number of 
separate water baths fitted along its length. Each 
bath contained water at its boiling point, and had 
its level maintained by a common constant level 
container fed from a reservoir with a circulating 
pump (Pig.9).
3.1 .5A. CONDENSER TUBES
Separate experiments were made on tubes of 
various dimensions. Each tube was made of copper 
and had a wall thickness of 0.25 inches. Internal tube 
diameters investigated were 0 .5* 1 and 2 inches at 
tube length of l4.,8 ,1 2 and 16 feet.
C O P P E P  C O N S T A N T A N  WIRES
A R A L D I T E
FIG5,WALL AND VA POUR T H E R M O C O U  PLES
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'-,36 gauge P.V.C. insulated copper-constantan thermo­
couples were embedded with epoxy resin (Araldite) 
in the tube wall at one foot intervals along the 
tube at distances of 1 /^ 2 inches from the inside 
surface (see section 5.i»5.Al). Similar thermocouples 
were suspended in the tube at distances of one inch 
downstream from the wall thermocouples to measure 
the vapour-liquid mixture temperature.
The seal between the condenser tube and water bath 
was made by silicone rubber 0 rings in a fitting designed 
to minimize end conduction effectsi
3.1.5A1 . INSIDE WALL SURFACE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
For a given temperature difference across the tube 
wall, the temperature profile within it is independent 
of the material of construction. Therefore, if a hole 
were drilled in the wall, and if it were filled with a 
plug of another material, the temperature profile would 
be unaffected provided the plug extended right through 
the wall.
Use was made of this principle in measuring wall 
temperatures in this work. Thermocouples were embedded 
in the wall with epoxy resin (Araldite) in such a way
lrrf
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as to approximate to* the condition of homogeneity in the 
direction of heat flow, in order to maintain the radial 
temperature profile in the wall.
In the apparatus it was impracticable to extend 
the epoxy resin plug and thermocouple wires to a position 
flush with the inside of the tube, and the final 
arrangement used was as shown in Figure 5*
With this arrangement, the isotherms near the 
inside of the tube would be displaced, and therefore the 
thermocouple junction was not made at the end of the 
wires, but at the position shown where the isotherm 
displacement would be less.
It is recognized that the cylindrical holes used 
are also an approximation in this instance to the ideal.
(The inside surface temperature was then obtained 
from the measured heat flux and the thermal conductivity' 
of the tube wall material).
5.1.5B. WATER BATH (JACKET)
The water bath consisted of four cylindrical 
sections, U feet long and 1 foot diameter arranged
TO CONDENSER
Em:
STEAM HOSE
WALL OF JACKET
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FIG.8
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horizontally with flanges at the ends. Steam outlets 
were fitted to the top of each cylinder. The steam 
generated in each section was condensed and measured 
separately. The jacket was insulated with five inches 
of vermiculite. A diagram of the jacket is given in 
in Figure 6 , and supplementary figures are given showing:
Figure 7> the method of removing evaporated vapour from 
the jacket.
Figure 8, the method of removing the thermocouple 
leads through the jacket wall.
^.1.50. SIGHT GLASS
A sight glass was used in the pipe line before the 
water hath to ensure that the water entering the jacket 
was at its boiling point. The presence of bubbles in 
the stream being a confirmation of this.
5.1.5D. FEED TANKS TO WATER BATH
An electrically heated constant water level 
container was used, Figure 9* to keep the water level 
constant inside the jacket. The container was fed 
from a steam heated boiling distilled water reservoir 
by means of a circulating pump. The water temperature
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in both vessels was checked by a standard thermometer.
5.1 .5E PUMP
A 50 cycle, i H.P., and 1L25 R-P.M. single phase 
constant rating pump with maximum output of 1200 pounds 
per hour was used for circulating water between the 
feed tanks. The output could be adjusted to different 
rates with a by-pass valve installed between the inlet 
and the outlet of the pump;
5.1.6. MANOMETER
One 2k inches scale length universal single tube 
differential pressure manometer, Figure 10, was 
installed between the inlet and outlet of the condenser 
tube.
3.1.7. CONDENSATE COOLER
A glass coil heat exchanger was used after the 
steam trap for cooling the condensate. Its flow 
rate was determined by weighing the amount collected 
over a given time interval.
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5.2. THE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
5.2.1. THERMOCOUPLE MEASURING CIRCUIT
In order to obtain as high a degree of accuracy 
as possible in the measurement of tube wall and vapour 
temperatures, due to larger scale per e.m.f. over a 
standard recorder, the temperature of the thermocouple 
reference junction was that of atmospheric steam.
The outputs from the thermocouples were fed to a 
single point potentiometric recorder via a D.C. 
amplifier. The temperature of the reference junction 
was measured using a thermometer which had a range of 
209-213°F divided to 0*1°^. The outputs from either 
the tube wall thermocouples or the vapour thermocouple 
could be selected by means of a 50 position 2 pole 
switch, Figure 11, Before each set of readings were 
taken the recorder was checked using a standard 
potentiometer.
5.2.2. Thermometers
N.P.L. certificate thermometers were used 
throughout the work.
50 P O S I T I O N  
2 PO L ES W I T C H
RE F E RENCE 
JUNCTION TWO WAY 
SWITCH
IM PUTS FROM TU0E  
WALL AND S T E A M  
THERMOCOUPLES
POT E N T I O M E T E
FI G. 11 
THERMOCOUPLE MEASURING 
CIRCUIT
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U. CALIBRATION,
The calibration of the condenser tube 
thermocouples was carried out in the absence of coolentc
With the steam supply turned on the outputs 
from the wall and vapour thermocouples were recorded 
for various steam pressures. The thermocouple readings 
were allowed to stabilise before each set of readings 
were taken. The temperature of the steam was measured 
by two calibrated thermometers. The temperature of 
the reference junction was recorded for each set of 
readings and a correction made to each wall and vapour 
temperature so that 212°F could be used as a fixed 
reference point. (This also applied to the actual 
experimental runs). Calibration curves of e.m.f. 
versus temperature were constructed for each tube 
wall and vapour thermocouple.
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5. OPERATING PROCEDURE.
The general procedure was to run at a fixed 
temperature difference "between the inside wall surface 
and the vapour in the condenser tube for each run.
The operating procedure was as follows:
1. The boiler was started and allowed to reach 
its working pressure. The feed to the boiler 
was introduced at its boiling point to 
minimise non-condensibles in the steam 
generated.
2. The reservoir was filled with distilled 
water and heated to its boiling point with 
live steam.
3. Two-thirds of the jacket was filled with 
boiling distilled water to cover condenser 
tubes (the water level was kept constant 
automatically by the means of the constant 
water level container).
h. The steam pressure was set to the required 
value using the reducing pressure valve, and
the condenser tube was vented to expel air.
The cooling watersto the condensers were 
turned on.
The pen recorder, was turned on and the 
apparatus left until steady values of inside 
tube wall and vapour thermocouple e.m.f's 
were obtained.
Total condensation took place in the test 
condenser and when conditions had stabilised, 
the thermocouple measuring circuit was checked 
with the potentiometer, and the following 
measurements taken:
1. Inlet pressure and temperature.
2. Wall and corresponding vapour temperature.
3. Condensate flow rate.
4 . Vapour rate from the jacket of each section.
5. Pressure difference across the condenser 
tube.
6. Reference junction temperature.
7 . Inlet v/ater temperature to the jacket 
at its boiling.
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During the time these measurements were being 
taken, frequent checks were made of inlet steam pressure, 
water level inside the jacket, and the cooling water 
temperature entering the jacket to make sure it was at 
its boiling point.
6. EXPERIMENTAL CALCULATIONS.
6.1 HEAT FLUX.
Values of total heat flux were obtained from 
the enthalpy of the inlet steam, and the flow rate of 
that condensed inside the condenser tube. Heat flux 
in each jacket section was obtained from the condensate 
rate from the jacket condenser and the vapour enthalpy. 
These measurements provided a check to the one for total 
flux. It was found that agreement between these was 
within 0.2%. This shows that the heat lost from the 
system was negligible.
6.2 CONDENSATION SIDE TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE.
The tube wall temperature was determined at 
a point 5/32 inch from the inside surface. The heat 
flux for a particular section was known, and so the 
temperature at the inside surface of the tube could 
be calculated. This together with the corresponding 
vapour temperature inside the condenser tube 
established the condensation side temperature 
difference.
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7. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS.
A review of the important correlations 
available for the prediction of heat transfer rates for 
condensation inside a horizontal tube is contained 
in the literature survey, which shows that all previous 
work relies to a greater or lesser extent on empiricism. 
The complexity of the present case of total condensation 
is discussed in the introduction, which indicates that
the most satisfactory approach, and that most likely 
to lead to a useable design equation is probably 
dimensional analysis.
7.1 DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS.
7.1.1. SELECTION OF VARIABLES.
The heat transfer coefficient inside a horizont 
-al tube may be expected to be influenced by:
1. The film temperature difference AT, this 
being the driving force for the transfer of 
heat.
2. The latent heat of the liquid which will 
determine heat flux for a given condensate 
mass flow rate.
3. The liquid viscosity which will influence
- 57 -
the flow state in the liquid film.
If The geometry of the system. The internal 
diameter D and length of the tube L, will 
therefore he included as the characteristic 
dimensions.-
5. The mass velocity G. In a flowing system 
this should be included as it will influence 
the flow state in the tube.
6. The liquid thermal conductivity K^ . As the 
heat is transferred through the liquid film 
by conduction, it should be included.
7. Other liquid property known to be of 
importance in some heat transfer processes 
is specific heat and therefore will
be included.
7.1*2. DERIVATION OP THE EQUATION.
Prom the preceding section the variables 
to be considered are:
AT, Kx, \il9 G, Cpl, L, and D.
An equation may therefore be written for heat transfer 
coefficient hQ;
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hc = a(AT)a ( K ^  (l^)0 (G)d (Cpl)e (X)f (L)g (D)h
where a, a, h, c, d, e, f, g, and h are all constants. 
Expressing this dimensionally
^  - • («• (ds)b (I5 ) 0 (J ; ) 4 <„§)« <|)r (1)» (I)11
Equating indices:
M: 0 = c+d-e-f (1)
Ls. -2 = -b-c~2d+g+h (2)
T: -1 = a-b-e (?)
6: -1 it 1 o' 1 0 1 P* (h)
Q: 1 = b+e+f (5)
There are five equations and eight variables and 
therefore the solution will he in terms of a,d,e and g. 
Prom (3)
b = 1+a-e (6)
Prom (3) + (5)
f = -a (7)
Prom 2x(l)+(it.) and inserting (6) and (7) 
c = e-a-d (8)
Prom (2) inserting (6) and (9)
h = -1+d-g (9)
v
Rewriting the original equation in terms of a,d,e and g;
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hc = a (*T)a (K1)1+a-e (^)e-a-d (G)d (Cpl)e (*)“a 
(L)g (D)-1+d-g 
Collecting the terms into dimensionless groups:
7,1,5, EXPLANATION. OF THE GROUPS 
The Groups:
are the Reynolds, Prandtl and Nusselt number 
respectively.
Consider the group
AT
"mT X
rj
Multiply this group by pi and rearrange it as follows :
ATKi h *  ^ 2 1
* Cpl " > ^Icpl
Therefore the new groups are A and M^C -
uplA1
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A Prandtl group is already included in the 
equation. The other group is the dimensionless 
temperature difference and has been obtained before, 
notably by Ahers and Rosson (15)
7*1 -b PINAL FORM OP THE DIMENSIONLESS EQUATION.
Prom considerations of sections 7-1-1.* 7-1*2 and 
7-1-3* the final form of the equation is:
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8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
8.1 DETERMINATION OF THE CONSTANTS IN THE DIMENSIONLESS 
EQUATION (SECTION 7.1.U).
A computer programme (Appendix I), was written 
so that the constants in the equation would he obtained 
by the method of "multiple regression analysis". This 
utilised data from all tube diameters and lengths.
In the present work only one liquid (distilled 
water) was used, and so there was virtually no variation 
in the Prandtl group. For this reason, it was decided 
that the exponent on this group should be obtained from 
the work of Akers and Rosson (15)* who had investigated 
a range of liquids partially condensing inside tube, 
and presented a correlation similar to that in the present 
work. The authors found an exponent on the Prandtl 
group of 1/3*
The equation obtained using multiple regression 
analysis with an assumed exponent of 1/3 on the Prandtl 
number is:
h D C u  1/3 P n °'97^ T -°-99 y, ^
= 0.322 (-g*-1-) (2jj£-) (§) %-^p)
x K1 t*i D CP1AT (8.1)
The experimental Nusselt numbers versus those calculated from 
this equation are shown in Figure 12. In this investigation 
108 runs were obtained.
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The mean deviation of the observed data from those predicted 
by the above correlation was 0.95%. The equation is 
presented graphically in Figure 13*
The constant and powers of the groups were 
calculated by computer using multiple regression analysis.
over 99*9%. The square of the multiple correlation 
coefficient was 0.99.7, and hence it is declared that 
the above fitted equation adequately represents the 
data. The standard errors of the calculated powers 
and the proportionality constant are:
Using the F-test the confidence level was
0.82%
L
D 0.78%
0.68%
constant: 3*87%
The gravity effect was first considered in
o p
the dimensional analysis and the group gp^ /p^ was 
obtained. The standard error of gravity group power
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was 90.7% and due to this high error, the above group
r*Ti twas omitted and calculation was carried out for ~
A  1and w - groups with Prandtl number to the power of 
pi
1/3.
Prom the equation (8.1) for h , we observec
that the powers of the dimensionless groups 2 and
A • ^C AP &PP**oach unity. By considering the powers of 
the above groups as unity (groups powers deviation from 
the unity, could have been due to the experimental 
error), the data was recalculated for a new proport­
ionality constant. The equation obtained was:
i f -  = 0.323 (-1-  )1 (2j f )  (£) ( ^ )  (8 .2 )
The nev/ mean deviation between calculated and experi­
mental Nusselt numbers for the equation (8.2) was 3*16%. 
Comparison between equations (8.1), (8.2) and experi­
mental Nusselt numbers are shown in Table 5*
The ranges over which the variables were 
investigated to obtain the equations (8.l) and (8.2) 
are shown in Table 3»
Rearranging equation (8.2) for the heat transfer
~ 66 -
coefficient h , we obtain the following equation: c
From the equation (8.6), it follows that heat transfer 
coefficient due to condensation inside a horizontal 
tube is a function of the Prandtl number, heat flux, 
film temperature difference and the geometry of the 
system (Land D). The heat transfer coefficient is 
proportional to the condensate flow rate and inversely 
proportional to the tube geometry and condensate film 
temperature difference.
(8.3)
where
w 'H w (8.1*)
(8.5)
Substitute equations (8.1*) and (8.5) into the
equation (8 .3):
n „ -2/3 '
hc = O .323 ( K. '
(8.6)
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8.2 COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH OTHER WORKERS.
In Akers and Rosson (15) work, they assumed
a power of 1/6 for the A group. But in the present
CplAT
work, the power was obtained empirically as 1.037 
(equation 8.1) and 1.0 (equation 8.2), instead of the 
assumed value of l/6 by Akers and Rosson. Therefore 
the effect of the condensate film temperature 
difference on the heat transfer coefficient is more 
than was assumed by Akers and Rosson for partial 
condensation inside a horizontal tube.
For some randomly chosen runs, Nusselt numbers 
were calculated according to the methods proposed by 
various workersfbr partial condensation inside a 
horizontal tube, and compared with the measured and 
calculated values of the present v/ork, for steam 
condensing totally inside a horizontal tube (Figure 1 4). 
In general calculated Nusselt numbers from different 
Authors fell well below those calculated by present 
work. The work of Myers (3l)> gave the closest 
agreement for 1” and J" diameter tubes but was low for 
the 2" diameter tube('TabjPe2).
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8>3 PRESSURE DROPSo
The pressure drop "between the inlet and the 
outlet of the test section was measured for each run. 
This measured pressure drop consists of the algebraic 
sum of the friction drop and the pressure drop due to 
the momentum change of the condensing vapour as the 
gravity effect is omitted in a horizontal tube.
The relationship between the pressure drop 
in the tube and the condensate flow rate for a given 
tube diameter is shown in Figures 15, 16, 17, 16 and 
19.
8.U EXPERIMENTAL ACCURACY.,
The greatest source of error in these measure­
ments lies in the determination of the wall temperature 
and, consequently, the magnitude of the temperature 
difference.
One of the problems in performing the 
experiments with the condensate set up was to 
eliminate the effect of air on the system(Othmer (32), 
experimentally showed that adding 0.5 per cent air 
decreases the heat transfer coefficient to one half
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TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE VS. LENGTH
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its value at zero air). This was done hy venting the 
condenser tube, and introducing hoiling feed water 
to the boiler.
The estimated accuracy of all experimentally 
measured quantities was as follows:
Condensate flow rate : tl%
Temperatures : io.L}°F
“fr q
Temperature difference : -0.06 F
The heat transfer coefficients as calculated 
from experimental measurements are considered to "be 
accurate to at least -5%» Heat transfer coefficients 
for larger AT were more accurate than small ones.
8.5 MECHANISM.
The curves of temperature difference distribute 
ion along the 16 ft. long tubes are shown in Figures 
20, 21 and 22. In figure 21 for 1" diameter tube 
the curves at lower heat flux show a smaller variation 
ofAT along the tube than those at higher heat flux, 
the latter showing both a maximum and a minimum. This 
trend is not so distinct in the case of the other tube 
diameters. A comparison of figures 20, 21 and 22 shows
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that the curves for the tube might correspond to 
the latter parts of those for the l1' tube as far as 
heat transfer mechanism is concerned. This possible 
trend is not so apparent in the case of the 2" tube 
diameter. However, if this trend existed, the greater 
amount of detail that one would expect in the curves 
in Figure 22 would tend to be obscured because of the 
small number of points used to construct them. It is 
considered that the changes in the slopes of these 
curves is due to the transition from one heat transfer 
mechanism to another, probably chused by a change in 
the two phase flow regime. However, it is difficult 
to estimate the precise reasons until more research 
has been carried out into the heat transfer mechanism.
Figures 239 21+ and 25 give the heat transfer 
coefficient profiles for the 16 ft. long tubes. The 
comments made about the temperature difference 
distribution also apply, a possible change of flow regime 
being indicated. For some higher Reynolds numbers with 
the i" tube (Fig. 23)$ no points of maxima or minima 
occurred. This might indicate a single flow regime 
substantially over the v/hole length of the tube, which 
might be possible for the case of annular and open 
channel type flows. However, the high flow rates would
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exclude the latter.
Figures 26, 27 and 28 show heat flux profiles 
for the 16 ft. long tubes.
8.6 APPLICATION TO DESIGN.
The evaluation of the surface conductance of 
condensing vapours, as can be seen from equation 81l or 
8.2, presupposes a knowledge of the temperature of the 
condensing surface. In practical problems this temper­
ature is generally not known because its value depends 
on the relative order of magnitudes of the thermal 
resistances in the entire system. The type of problem 
usually encountered in practice, whether it be a 
performance calculation on an existing piece of equipment 
or the design of equipment for a specific process, 
requires simultaneous evaluation of thermal resistances 
at the inner and outer surfaces of a tube or the wall 
of a duct, in most cases the geometric configuration 
is either specified, as in the case of an existing piece 
of equipment, when the desired rate of condensation is 
specified, the usual procedure is to estimate the total 
surface area required and then to select a suitable 
arrangement for a combination of size and number of 
tubes that meets the preliminary area specification.
FIGURE 28
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To design a condenser for given condensate 
flow rate, tube diameters, cooling water velocity 
and the appropriate temperatures one can use the 
following procedure:
1. Estimate the heat transfer coefficient
on the condensing side, hQ, (the results of this 
research may serve as a guide).
2. Calculate the overall heat transfer 
coefficient U.
3. Calculate the temperature drop between 
the vapour and the wall surface with the
following equation:
,T ~T \l/h 
( V  c) 7 c
» I I ||_. ■Iim pi m h m i m m m ttmtnm
Tv ~ Tw ' 1/
where
T : vapour temperature
T : temperature of the condensing surfacew
T : average temperature of the coolant, c
if. Calculate condenser tube length L, from 
the following equation:
- 88 r
Q = U A A  T 
where
Q : heat flow rate BTu/hr.
AT : Tv - T , °P
2A : surface area, 7rDL, ft .
5* Apply equation 8*1 or 8.6, to calculate 
the heat transfer coefficient inside the tube. 
If this is significantly different from that 
assumed in 1, recalculate for a new estimate 
of the heat transfer coefficient.
6 * With the corrected value of h from 5 >
C
calculate U and then the required condenser 
surface area.
9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION.
A literature survey revealed the need for 
an investigation into the problem of predicting heat 
transfer rates in total condensation inside a 
horizontal tube.
Single horizontal tubes were constructed of 
various tube diametefs and lengths, covering an 
industrial range of heaters using steam or other heat 
transfer media.
Tube wall and corresponding steam temperatures 
were measured at one foot intervals along the tube 
length. Prom these and a knowledge of the heat flux, 
values of the condensation side heat transfer 
coefficient were obtained for each run.
Because of the complexity of the problem, 
dimensional analysis was used to correlate the heat 
transfer results. The data used was obtained from 
three tube diameters and four tube lengths for 
different ranges of film temperature difference and 
condensate flow rate. Table 3 shows the ranges of the 
variables.
The equation obtained was:
c
P „ 1/3 0.971+
= 0.322 (-§-) (^ -2)
1 H.
The mean deviation between calculated and experimental 
Nusselt number was 0.95%* The comparison is made 
graphically in figure 12. With a slight sacrifice 
of accuracy the results may be correlated by:
Giving a mean deviation of 3*16% between calculated 
and experimental Nusselt number.
The exponent on the Prandtl number was 
. obtained from the work of Akers and Rosson (15)5 and 
not determined in this work.
or
C_ |+ “2/3
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For runs chosen at random, Russelt numbers 
were calculated according to methods proposed by various 
workers for partial condensation inside a horizontal 
tube, and compared with the measured values for steam 
condensing totally inside a horizontal tube (Table 2 
and Figure 12+). In general, calculated Nusselt numbers 
from different authers fell well below those measured, 
Figure 11+. The correlation giving the best agreement 
was that of MYERS (31), for 1" and diameter tubes,
but was low for 2” diameter tube.
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10. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK.
The many complex processes occurring during 
condensation inside a horizontal tube suggest a 
number of further investigations.
1. Several possible flow regimes can exist 
in condenser tubes. Their prediction 
is an important consideration for 
establishment of proper heat and momentum 
equations.
2. Distilled water was used as the feed
throughout the present work. In any further 
study various liquids should be used 
having a range of physical properties.
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APPENDIX I 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
FOR
MULTIPUS REGRESSION ANALYSIS
PROGRAM (S002)
INPUT 1 = CRO
OUTPUT 2 ,  (MONITOR) = LpO
TRACE
LEADERS
END
MASTER Ml58 .
DIMENSION CSX<42,42),NAME(3,42),VMEAN(42),SX(42)
COMMON CSX, NVR, NO, NAME, INAME,VMEAN,SX,F, MATRIX, MORE
1 CALL INPUT 
CALL PARTS
IF (MORE) 1,2,1
2 STOP OK 
END
SUBROUTINE INPUT
0 DIMENSION IQBS(40),CONST(24),A(8),IT(8),II(8),IC(8),IJ(8),IK(8)
1 ITT(40),111(40),IJJ(40),IKK(40),ICC(40),X(42),SX(42),CSX(42,42)
2 NAME(3,42),VMEAN(42)
COMMON CSX,NVR,NO,NAME,INAME,VMEAN,SX,F,MATRIX,MORE
C
C READ AND WRITE HEADER CARD
C
DATA IBIANK/4H 
798 DO 800 I = 1 , 42
DO 800 J = 1 , 3
800 NAME(J,I) =IBIANK 
READ (1,100)
WRITE (2,100)
WRITE (2,101)
IER = 1
C
C READ AND CHECK PROBIEM DEFINITION CARD
C '•
READ (1,102) NVARD,NVR,IY,INAME,MATRIX,F 
IF (NVARD - NVR) 1,1,2
1 Ilf (NVR - 42) 3,3,2
3 IF (IY - NVR) 4,4,2
2 WRITE (2,103)
IER = 2
4 IF ( INAME ) 5,6,5 
6 INAME = 1
GO TO 7
5 INAME = 2
C READ AND CHECK DISREGARD VARIABLE CARD .
C
7 READ (1,104) IOBS 
DO 8 1=1,40
IF (IOBS(I) - IY) 59,60,59
59 IF (IOBS(I)) 9,8,10
10 IF (IOBS(I) - NVR) 8,8,9 
9 WRITE (2,105) I
IER = 2
GO TO 8 e
60 IER = 2 
WRITE (2,111)
8 CONTINUE
C
C READ AND CHECK CONSTANTS CARDS , UP TO 24 CONSTANTS , 8 PER CARD 
C
11 DO 12 1=1,24
12 CONST(I) =0.
;■ DO 13 1=1,3
READ (1,106) A "
DO 13 J=1,8  
NCONST = (I-1)*8 +J 
IF (A(J)) 13,15,13
13 CONST(NCONST) = A(J)
GO TO 30
15 NCONST = NCONST - 1 
C '
C READ TRANSFORMATION CODE CARDS , UP TO 40 TRANSFORMATIONS
C - i '
30 DO 16 1=1,5
READ (1,104) (IT(J),IT(J),IJ(J),IC(J),IK(J),J=1,8)
DO 16 J= 1, 8
NTRANS = (1-1) ■* 8 + J 
IF (IT(J>) 19,18,17
17 IF (IT(J) - 15) 20,20,19
20 ITT(NTRANS) = IT(J)
IF (II(J)) 19,22,21
21 IF (II(J) - NVR) 22,22,19
22 III(NTRANS) = II(J)
IF (IJ(J)) 19,24,23
23 IF (IJ(J) -NVR) 24,24,19
24 IJJ(NTRANS) = IJ(J)
IF (IC(J>) 19,26,25
25 IF (IC(J) - NCONST) 26,26,19
26 ICC(NTRANS) = IC(J)
IF (IK(J)) 19,19,27
27 IF (IK(J) - NVR) 28,28,19
28 IKK(NTRANS) = IK(J)
GO TO 16
19 IER = 2
IJK = (I - 1) * 8 + J 
WRITE (2,107) IJK
16 CONTINUE 
GO TO 31
18 NTRANS = NTRANS - 1 
C ' ■
C SKIP DATA CARDS IF ERRORS HAVE OCCURED
C
31 GO TO (29,33), IER
33 J = (NVARD + 6 ) / 7
34 READ (1,108) (K, 1=1,J)
IF (K - 999) 34,35,34
C
C SKIP VAR I ABIE NAME DECK (IF ANY) IF ERRORS HAVE OCCURED
C *
35 GO TO (36,37), INAME
37 DO 38 1=1,NVR
38 READ (1,108)
' 36 READ (1,102) MORE
IF (MORE) 798,799,798 
799 STOP OK
C
C ZERO TOTALS AND CROSS PRODUCT TOTALS
C
29 DO 61 1=1,42 
SX(I) = 0o 
DO 61 J=1,42 
61 CSX(J,I) = 0o
C"
C READ DATA CARDS IF NO ERRORS HAVE OCCURED
C
32 KK= (NVARD + 6) / 7 
DO 39 1=1,999 
DO 40 J=1,KK 
M = 7 * J 
N = M - 6
READ (1,109) (X(L), Lf=N,M), ICD, IDATA 
IF (ICD - J) 41,42,41
42 IF (IDATA - I) 41,40,43
43 IF (IDATA - 999) 41,44,41
44 NO = I 
I = 999 
GO TO 40
41 IER = 2 
40 CONTINUE
GO TO (45,46), IER 
46 WRITE (2,110)
GO TO 33
C
C ZERO UNREAD X,S
C
45 M = M + 1
IF (M - NVR) 51,51,52f I
51 DO i 53 N=M,NVR 
53 X(N) =0,
C CARRY OUT TRANSFORMATIONS 
C
52 IF(NTRANS>475,475,525 
525 DO 47 J = 1, NTRANS 
B = 0.
N = IJJ(J)
IF <N) 49,49,50
49 N = ICC(J)
IF <N) 48,48,948 '
948 B = CONST(N)
GO TO 48
50 B = X(N)
48 L = ITT(J)
KKK = IKK(J)
IIII = III(J)
G OT O  (201,202,203,204,205,206,207,208,209,210,211,212,273,214,215 
1),L
201 X(KKK) = X(IIII) + B 
GO TO 47
202 X(KKK) = B - X(IIII)
GO TO 47
203 X(KKK) = B * X(IIII)
GO TO 47
204 X(KKK) = B / X(IIII)
GO TO 47
205 X(KKK) = X(IIII) / B 
GO TO 47
206 X(KKK) = AIOG10(X(IIII>)
GO TO 47
207 X(KKK) = ALDG(X(IIII))
GO TO 47
208 X(KKK) = 10<,**X(IIII)
GO TO 47 •
209 X(KKK) = EXP(X(IIII))
GO TO 47
210 X(KKK) = X(IIII) ** B •i '
GO TO 47
211 X(.KKK) = SIN(X(IIII))
GO TO 47
212 X(KKK) = COS(X(IIII»
GO TO 47
213 *B = 0„
DO 54 fc=IIII,N
54 B = B + X<L)
X(KKK) = B.
GO TO 47
214 X(KKK) = X(IIII)
GO TO 47
215 IF (X(IIII)) 55,47,56
55 J = N
GO TO 47
56 J = KKK 
47 CONTINUE f
C
C ZERO X,S TO BE DISREGARDED *
C
475 DO 157 J=1,40 
K = IOBS(J)
IF (K) 57,57,58 
58 X(K) = 0o 
157 CONTINUE
C 7-,.
C SET VARIABIE TO BE CONSIDERED AS Y TO THE RIGHT OF MATRIX 
C
57 B = X<NVR)
X(NVR) = X(IY)
X(IY) = B
C
C ADD X ,S AND CROSS PRODUCTS TO TOTALS
C
DO 62 J=1,NVR 
SX(J) = SX(J) + X<J>
DO 62 K= J,NVR .
62 CSX(K,J) = CSX(K,J) + X<J) * X<K)
39 CONTINUE ‘
C
C CALCULATE CORRECTED SUMS OF SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCTS
C SET ZERO CORRECTED SUMS OF SQUARES EQUAL TO E-25
: ■ | . . ' ' .
DO 63 J=1,NVR
DO 64 K=J,NVR
CSX<K,J) = CSX(K,J) - SX(K)/NO*SX(J)
64 CSX(J,K) = CSX(K,J)
IF (CSX(J,J)) 65,65,63
65 CSX(J,J) = 10E-25 
63 CONTINUE
GO TO (69,70),INAME 
C V ; ' •
C READ VARIABLE NAMES 1
C
70 DO 66 1=1,3 
DO 66 J=1,NVR
66 NAME(I,J ) = IBLK 
DO 67 J = 1, NVR
67 READ (1,112) K,(NAME(I,K),1=1,3)
DO 68 1=1,3
K = NAME(I,IY)
NAME(I,IY) = NAME(I,NVR)
68 NAME(I,NVR) = K
69 READ (1,102) MORE 
RETURN '
1000FORMAT (1X,79H)
101 FORMAT (IX)
102 FORMAT (312,211,E72#0)
103 FORMAT (33H ERROR IN PROBLEM DEFINITION CARD)
104 FORMAT (4012)
105 FORMAT (33H ERROR IN DISREGARD VARIABLE CARD,15)
106 FORMAT (8E10„4)
107 FORMAT (24H ERROR IN TRANSFORMATION CODE CARD,15)
108 FORMAT (77X,13)
109 FORMAT (7E10«4,I7,I3) .
110 FORMAT (20H ERROR IN DATA CARDS)
111 FORMAT (28H Y IS A DISREGARDED VARIABLE)
112 FORMAT (12,3A4) t'
END '
* ’
SUBROUTINE PARTS
DBIENSION CSX(42,42) , NAI>1E(3,42),VMEAN(42), SX(42), SIGMA(42)
COMMON CSX,NVR,NO,NAME , INAME,VMEAN,SX,F,MATRIX
C
C STEP BY STEP SOLUTION
C
c
C SAVE INITIAL SIGMAE
C
CALL EXTRAS 
DO 19 1=1,NVR 
19 SIGMA(I) = SQRT(CSX(I,X))
C
C NORMALISATION OF CORRECTED SUMS OF SQUARES
C
DO 29 .1=1,NVR 
DO 29 J=1,NVR 
29 CSX(I,J) = CSX(I,J) './ (SIGMA(I) * SIGMA(J))
WRITE (2,74) «I,J,CSX(I,J),J = . I,NVR), 1=1,NVR)
V/RITE (2,103)
C
C SET INITIAL PHI . IF ZERO OR. LESS, ST0Po
C
PHI = NO - 2
IF (PHI . IE. 00 ) GO TO 100 
ISTEP = 0  
C ’
C FINDING MAX AND MINVv'RATIOS - START OF INTERATION LOOP
C MIN FIRST
C
40 SMRAT = 1oE50 
BGRAT = -SMRAT 
ISTEP = ISTEP + 1  
DO 39 J=1,NVR-1
IF (CSX(J,J) .LE„ 1.E-50) GO TO 39 -
RAT = CSX(NVR,J) * CSX(J,NVR> / CSX(J,J)
IF (RAT - SMRAT) 36,38,38 
36 SMRAT = RAT 
JS = J
C
C NOW MAX 
C
38 IF (RAT - BGRAT) 39,39,37 
37 BGRAT = RAT 
JB = J 
39■CONTINUE
C
C VARIABLE TO BE THROWN OUT ? (I0Eo GO TO 200 WITH AIJ = + 10) 
C
IF (SMRAT) 49,59*59 
49 SMRAT = ABS< SMRAT)
FF = SMRAT * PHI / CSX(NVR,NVR)
IF (FF-F) 51,59,59
C
C OUT 
C
51 AIJ = 1.
JX = JS 
GO TO 200
C
I T
C IN - BUT ISa THE END?
C
59 IF (BGRAT) 400,400,69
69 DIFF = CSX(NVR,NVR) / BGRAT - 1.
IF (DIFF *IE0 1oE-50) GO TO 88 
FF = PHI / DIFF 
IF (FF-F) 400,89,89
C
C NOT THE END YET 
C
88 FF =01 E50
89 AIJ = -10 
JX = JB .
C
C UPDATING THE MATRIX AND ENTERING THE VARIABLE 
C FIRST - NON SPECIAL ELEMENTS 
C
200 PHI = PHI + AIJ 
C = 10/CSX(JX,JX>
DO 10 K=1,NVR 
DO 10 I*=1,NVR 
IF (K - JX) 5,10,5 
5 IF (L - JX) 6,10,6
6 CSX(K,L) - CSX(KjL) - CSX(K,JX) * CSX(JX,L) * C
10 CONTINUE
C
C NEXT - JX COL AND ROY/.
C
DO "11 K=1,NVR
CSX(KpJX) = -CSX(K,JX) * C
11 CSX(JX,K) = CSX(JX,K)* C
C
C LAST - RESET (JX,JX) ELT
C
CSX(JX,JX) = c
c
C HEADINGS AND CYCLE PRINT OUT
C
WRITE(2,70) ISTEP
C
C TEST RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES AND NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM*.
C CORRECT SUM OF SQUARES IF TOO SMALL AND SET ERROR TO ZERO IF
C DEGREES OF FREEDOM IS ZERQC
C
IF (CSX(NVR,NVR) .IE. 1.E-50) CSX(NVR,NVR) = 0.
7F (PHI) 95,95,96 V
95 SY = 0o 
GO TO 97
C
C CALCULATE STANDARD ERROR
C
96 SY = SIGMA(NVR) * SQRT(CSX(NVR,NVR) /PHI)
C ' -
C CALCULATE COEFFICIENT AND ITS ERROR ( FOR ENTERED VARIABLES )P
C AND PRINT THEM.
c - :
97 N = NVR - 1 
PCONST =0.
DO 20 I = 1,N
IF (CSX(I,NVR) * CSX(NVR,I)) 15,20,20 
15 BI = CSX(I,NVR) * SIGMA(NVR) / SIGMA(I)
SI = SY * SQRT(CSX(I,I>) / SIGMA(I)
PCONST = PCONST* +  BI * VMEAN(I)
WRITE (2,71) I,BI,SI 
20 CONTINUE
c
C REMAINING PRINT-OUT 
C
pCONST = VMEAN(NVR) - PGONST 
RSQUAR = 1. - CSX<NVR,NVR)
IF (AIJ) 91,91,90 
SO WRITE (2,972) JX,PCONST,SY 
GO TO 92
91 WRITE (2,72)JX,PCONST,SY
92 WRITE (2,73) RSQUAR,FF
■c ....
C END OF LOOP - REPEAT UNLESS PERFECT FIT ( PHI= 0 ).
C
IF (PHI oGT. 0o .AND. CSX(NVR,NVR) .GT. 1.E-50 ) GO TO 40
C
C END ROUTINE
C
400 WRITE ( 2,102 ) F 
RETURN
100 WRITE ( 2,101 )
STOP ZZ
70 FORMAT (/1X,8HSTEP N0./3X,I2/15X,12HVARIABLE NO.,6X,11HCOEFFICIENT 
1,7X,14HERROR OF COEFF)
71 FORMAT (20X, 12,10X,E140 7,4X,E14. 7)
72 FORMAT (/15X,13HENTERING VAR.,5X,13HPURE CONSTANT,5X,13HERROR OF ES 
1T.,3X/20X,I2,10X,E14.7,4X,E14„7/)
972 F0RMAT(/15X,13H VAR. LEAVING,5X,13HPURE CONSTANT,5X,13KERROR OF ES 
1T.,3X/20X,I2,10X,E14.7,4X,E14.7/)
73 FORMAT(15X,10HR SQUARE = ,F9« 7,5X,SHF-VALUE =' ,E14.7// )
74 F0RMAT(1H1 ,29X,24HCORRELATION COEFFICIENTS/(4(3X, 12,12,IX,F9. 7, 3X)
' 1))
101 FORMAT (39HOINSUFFICIENT DATA. PROGRAM TERMINATED./1H1)
102 FORMAT (18KOMINIMUM F-RATIO =, El3.7/1H1)
103 FORMAT (1H1) .
END
SUBROUTINE EXTRAS;
DIMENSION CSX(42j>42) , NAME<3,42) , VMEAN(42) , SX<42)
COMMON CSX * NVR, NO , NAME, INAME, VMEAN,SX,F, MATE IX
N = NVR - 1
ANUM = NO - 1
WRITS (2,70) N,NQ
WRITE <2,72)
DO 12 1=1,NVR
VMEAN<I) = SX<I) / (ANUM + 10)
STDEV = SQRT (CSX(I,I) / ANUM)
F <CSX(I,I) .1£. 1.E-25) STDEV = 0o 
F <1 - NVR) 20,13,13 
13 WRITE (2,74) .NVR,(NAME •(J,NVR),J=1,3),VMEAN(NVR),STDEV 
GO TO 12
20 ’.TRITE <2,73) I, <NAME(J,I) , J=1 ,3) ,VMEAN(I) ,STDEV 
12 CONTINUE
80 IF (MATRIX) 75,76,75
75 WRITE (2,71) <(I,J, CSX(I,J),J=I,NVR), I = 1,NVR )
76 RETURN
70 FORMAT <1X,21HN0o OF IND. VARIABLES, 15 /1X,26HNQ0 OF DEPT. VA
1RIABIES 1/1X,19HNQ0 OF OBSERVATIONS,4X,13//)
71 FORMAT <1H1,19X,43HRESIDUAL SUMS OF SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCTS/
1 < 4 ( 2X,2I2,E14.7, 2X )))
72 FORMAT<//1X,21HINDEPENDENT VARIABLES,21X, 11HMEAN VALUES,8X,l4HSTD. 
1 DEVIATION)
73 FORMAT <10X,I2,5X,3A4,12X,E14.7,6X,E1407)
74 FORMAT (/IX,18HDEPENDENT VARIABI£/10X,I2,5X,3A4,6X,2<6X,E14.7>)
' END
FINISH
APPENDIX
TABLES
TABLE 1 
DEFINATIONS OF SYMBOLS'
FOR EXPERIMENTAL DATA
o
Axial vapour temperature, F.
Tube length, Ft.
Condensate flow rate, Lbm0/Hr.
6 . .
Heat flow, Btu./Hr.
Temperature difference between vapour and wall,
'loHeat transfer coefficient, Btu./Hr.FtoF.
TABLE 1-A
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
TUBE DIAMETER = 1
IN NO* T
V
L W • Q AT hc
1 2390 71 16 114*60 109144 4*95 5268
2 261*39 16 280*20 262748 14*15 4435
3 253*50 16 225*00 212206 9*60 5278
4 240*45 16 124*20 118225 5*12 5514
5 231*19 16 77.22 73966 3*07 5756
6 233*55 16 106*20 101362 4*26 5682
7 246*23 16 186.00 176334 7*63 5519
8 256*36 16 248*40 233799 12*96 4309
9 262*75 16 314*40 294548 15*52 4533
1 0 266*41 16 358*80 335224 16.75 4779
1 1 230*S4 1 2 58*46 56011 4*12 4329
1 2 238*94 1 2 78*06 74382 6.98 3392
13 241*24 1 2 88*62 84309 7*12 3773
14 246*26 1 2 115*02 1090 35 10.29 3376
15 255.46 1 2 142*92 134601 15*50 2766
16 256*95 1 2 157*98 148626 16*52 2866
17 260*00 1 2 189*12 177524 17*32 3265
18 262.88 1 2 205.32 192330 18*16 3372
T9 265*72 1 2 228*78 213843 19*23 3542
2 0 256*32 1 2 183*78 172978 13*80 3993
2 1 231.93 8 39*00 37343 5*82 3066
2 2 234.95 8 47*25 45148 7.58 2845
23 240*26 8 58*30 55504 9*84 2694
24 245*37 8 74*16 70349 10*89 3087
25 249.83 8 94.58 89439 13*31 3210
26 249.31 8 93*75 88682 f 13*16 3218
27 253*70 8 104*06 98137 35*99 2932
28 259*05 8 143*25 134541 17*19 3739
29 263*19 8 173*25 162207 19*75 3924
30 266*66 8 191*25 178602 20*61 4140
TABLE 1-A
EXPERI MENTAL DATA
TUBE DIAMETER = ’X'
NO. T
v
L V/ Q AT h c
31 231.57 4 15.41 14762 6.65 2 1 2 2
32 236.53 4
CO00o
o
19884 9.37 2027
33 241.16 4 27.08 25768 1 1 . 6 8 2108
34 245.61 4 30.83 29246 13.61 2052
35 249.44 4 32.63 30863 15.92 1852
36 250.21 4 36.00 34034 15.41 2 1 1 1
37 255.61 4 39.38 37082 17.69 2 0 0 2
38 258.31 4 53.12 49931 18.75 2544
39 263.35 4 66.25 62045 21.08 2812
40 265.87 4 75.62 70678 22.09 3057
V
TABLE 1 -9
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
-S'
TUBE DIAMETER = 1/2
RUN NO. TY L
W Q AT h<
41 231.26 16 50.94 48781 5.59 4166
42 233.56 16 61.34 58641 6.03 4646
43 238.19 16 85.13 81107 8.99 4309
44 240.44 16 113.75 108163 10.94 4722
45 245.53 16 171*75 162804 14.03 5544
46 254.98 16 195.75 184391 18.40 4787
47 254.89 16 226.13 212950 18.57 5478
48 259.16 16 284.63 267192 21.87 5836
49 247.51 16 128.75 121927 15.89 3665
50 264.43 16 315.47 295083 24.79 5687
31 274.34 1 2 267.65 248574 30.62 5170
52 269.12 1 2 227.81 212443 26.24 5157
53 263.42 1 2 195.47 183025 24.31 4795
54 260.36 1 2 158.90 149120 22.53 4216
55 259.28 1 2 159.38 149685 21.28 4480
56 253.94 1 2 128.44 121095 17.76 4343
57 248.54 1 2 85.31 80746 15.51 3317
58 245.48 1 2 69.20 65648 14.30 2924
59 240.08 1 2 50.63 48206 10.53 2916
60 234.26 1 2 37.50 35849 6.44 3548
61 263.93 8 109.69 102667 27.81 3527
62 259.16 8 95.63 89833 22.83 3760
63 254.57 8 76.40 72008 19.38 3550
64 250.43 8 61.88 58490 20.14 2774
65 245.21 8 48.28 45807 15.71 2785
6 6 239.63 8 37.50 35720 9.92 3439
67 234.41 8 28.50 27243 6.84 3804
6 8 271.58 8 . 150.00 139596 33.23 4013
69 275.45 8 171.97 159560 35.89 4247
70 283.01 8 213.75 197193 40.73 4626
TABLE 1-B
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
TUBE DIAMETER = 1/2
NO. TV
L W Q AT hc
71 285.98 4 94.50 86978 48. 37 3436
72 279.68 4 101.25 r 93646 42.52
4208
73 274.46 , 4 78.75 73135 39.22 3563
74 278.96 4 77.25 71487 42.35 3226
75 269.06 4 55.31 51575 34.07 2892
76 261.68 4 48.75 45703 28.01 3118
77 246.56 4 27.65 26213 15.67 3196
78 253.58 4 37.97 35808 19.87 3444
79 241.16 4 22.97 21852 11.53 3622
80 234.50 4 15.47 14784 7. 95 3555
TABLE 1-C
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
TUBE DIAMETER = 2
RUN NO. TV L W Q A T hc
81 228.04 16 116.25 111573 1 o 30 10214
82 235.29 16 253.13 241818 3.34 8642
83 234.64 16 247.50 236532 3.43 8237
84 239.82 16 380.63 362454 5.79 7472
85 243.73 16 498.75 473615 7.57 7474
8 6 238.01 16 317.81 303035 5.02 7215
87 229.98 16 153.38 147059 1.81 9685
8 8 247.16 12 450.00 426320 7. 78 8731
89 245.75 12 370.50 351373 7.24 7733
90 244.67 12 296.78 281670 7.60 5900
91 240.79 12 235.78 224346 6.34 5639
92 237.89 12 192.00 183073 5.24 5565
93 235.16 12 153.75 146708 4.49 5206
94 228.14 12 96.00 92167 1.85 7925
95 258.35 8 329.25 309472 14.59 5066
96 252.95 8 262.50 247301 12.05 4902
97 248.72 8 207.00 195884 10.18 4595
98 245.12 8 164.25 155849 8.21 4534
99 241.43 8 137.25 130566 6.81 4582
100 237.83 8 110.35 105220 5.58 4501
101 233.69 8 90.94 86944 3.86 5374
102 229.82 8 63.75 61124 2.79 5242
103 263.30 4 218.44 204587 17.82 5485
104 257.72 4 172.50 162167 15.13 5119
105 251.60 4 .132.00 124634 12.25 4859
106 247.64 4 105.00 99446 9.83 4835
107 242.42 4 79.50 75557 8.72 4138
108 236.84 4 ... 52.50 50096 6.48 3693
TAB IE 2 
LIST OF AUTHORS FOR 
COMPARISON BETWEEN PRESENT WORK AND OTHERS
(19) Chato,John C.
(18) Akers,W.W., H0A0Deans and G.K.Crosser
(15) Akers,W.W. and H.F.Rosson
(31) Myers, J.A.
(EXP.) Present experimental work
(PRESENT) Present theoretical work
TABLE 2
COMPARISON BETWEEN PRESENT WORK AND OTHERS
RUN NUSSELT NUSSELT NUSSELT NUSSELT NUSSELT NUSSELT
NO. ' NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER
(19) (18) (15) (EXP.) (31) (PRESENT)
3  445 312 532 1111 969 1114
8  407 346 542 907 912 904
14 427 166 343 711 873 705
20 400 269 433 841 864 840
24 420 1 90 25 3 650 817 648
29 369 259 390 826 787 826
32 433 127 115 427 . 724 427
40 359 184 216 644 693 654
44 249 340 545 497 554 483
51 199 613 735 544 482 541
60 281 196 287 374 550 370
65 218 208 286 293 45 7 289
69 191 428 535 447 440 448
73 187 232 298 375 391 377
80 268 146 154 374 469 374
8 6  850 258 490 3038 1820 2986
90 774 235 428 2484 1635 2452
93 873 198 310 2192 1710 2184
96 C 693 212 357 2064 1443 2048
100 828 176 238 1895 1562 1895
104 658 197 . 257 2156 1 30 1 2159
106 727 1 70 205 2036 1 352 2035
TABLE 3 
DEFINITIONS OF SYMBOLS FOR 
FIELD OF INVESTIGATION
Condenser tube length, Ft.
Internal condenser tube diameter, Inch. 
Temperature difference between vapour and wall, 
Condensate flow rate, Lbm,/Hr0
TABLE 3 
FIELD OF INVESTIGATION
D
16' ✓1 2 8 ✓ " V .
AT W AT ' W AT W AT W
9
(F.) Lbm/Hr0 (Vo i Lbm/Hr. (F«) Lbra/Hr 0 <F0) Lbm/Hr.
'/
1 / 2 5- 50- 6 - 37- 6 - 28- 7- 15-
25 316 31 268 41 214 49 1 0 2
1* 3- 77- 4- 58- 5- 39- 6 - 15-
17 359 2 0 229 2 1 192 2 2 76
2 * 1.3- 116- 1
00•
T
* 96- 2.7- 64- 6 - 52-
8 499 8 450 15 330 18 219
V
J
TABLE 4 
NOMENCLATURE FOR 
COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL NUSSELT NUMBER
RE NO. Liquid Reynolds number, . P  , dimonsionloss.
^ Z  
Cpo /^nPR NO. Liquid Prandtl number, — — £—  , diraensionless.
Ki 
a
G Mass velocity, Lbmo/Hr0Fto
L Condenser tube length, Ft.
D Condenser inside tube diameter, Ft. 6
LAMBDA — ..^ --- , dimensionless.
CK A T
^ Latent heat of the condensate, Btu./Lbm.
o
CpQ Condensate specific heat, Btu./Lbm.F.
Condensate viscosity, Lbm./Ft.Hr.
o •'
Kg Condensate thermal conductivity, Btu./Hr.Ft.F.
o 2,
hc Heat transfer coefficient, Btu./Hr.F.Ft.
(i »
NU NO* Theoretical Nusselt number, using equation from Section 8.1
CAL.
L r \
NU NO. Experimental Nusselt number^ — -.C .— ; .
EXP. K/j
TABLE 4-A
COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL NUSSELT NUMBER
❖
tube DIAMETER = 1
fa
RUN NO. RE NO. (PR NO.) l/ d LAMBDA NU NO. 
CAL.
NU N( 
V' EXP,
1 2931 1.151 192.0 190.30 1115.2 1109
2 7932 1.111 192.0 65.20 933.9 933
. 3 6164 1.125 192.0 96.75 1114.1 1111
4 3196 1.149 192.0 183.70 1167.5 1161
5 1884 1.1680 192.0 309.00 1216.9 1212
6 2668 1.157 192.0 222.00 1200.2 1196
7 4936 1.137 192.0 122.50 1158.6 1162
8 6894 1.120 192.0 71.50 903.8 907
9 8960 1.110 192.0 59.30 952.1 954
10 10435 1.104 192.0 54.70 1010.2 1006
11 1427 1.168 144.0 231.00 912.9 911
12 1985 1.153 144.0 135.00 711.8 714
13 2281 1.149 144.0 132.30 795.3 794
14 3034 ' 1.139 144.0 90.90 705.1 711
15 3941 1.121 144.0 59.80 579.7 582
16 4385 1.119 144.0 56.00 599.8 603
17 5318 1.115 144.0 53.30 685.1 687
18 5851 1.110 144.0 50.70 710.7 710
19 6609 1.105 144.0 47.70 747.7 746
20 5101 1.120 144.0 67.20 840.4 841
21 957 1.166 96.0 163.00 642.8 646
22 1180 1.160 96.0 124.70 593.9 599
23 1500 1.149 96.0 95.70 564.7 567
24 1956 1.140 96.0 85.80 647.7 650
25 2542 1.132 96.0 o e O 673.1 676
26 2504 1.134 .. 96.0 71.00 673. 3 678
27 2851 1.125 96.0 58. 10 615.6 617
28 4002 1.116 96.0 53.75 783.6 787
29 4937 1.110 96.0 46.70 826.4 826
30 5562 1.104 96.0 44.40 ‘ 876.0 872
IUN NO. RE NO. (PR NO,
TABLE 4-A 
(CONTINUED)
113
.) l/d LAMBDA NU NO. NU NJ
31 378 1.166 48.0 142.70
CAL.
450.3
EXP,
447
32 523 1.157 48.0 100.70 426.9 427
33 697 1.149 48.0 80.50 444.6 444
34 813 1.139 48.0 68.80 435.0 432
35 877 1.132 48.0 58.60 394.0 390
36 968 1.132 48.0 60.50 448.4 444
37 1086 1.121 48.0 52.30 427.0 422
38 1484 1.116 48.0 49.25 541.3 536
39 1901 1.108 48.0 43.60 602.7 592
40 2185 1.105 48.0 41.50 653.9 644
V
TAB IE 4-B
COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL NUSSELT NUMBER
*
TUBE DIAMETER = 1/2
iUJN NO. RE NO.
1/3
(PR NO.) l/d LAMBDA NU NO. 
CAL.
NU I 
EXI
41 2501 1.166 384.0 169.70 432.7 439
42 306 4 1.160 384.0 156,70 482.9 489
43 4355 1.151 384.0 104.70 444.1 454
44 5890 1.147 384.0 85.80 483.0 497
45 9060 1.139 384.0 66.70 561.6 584
46 10725 1.125 384.0 50.50 489.8 504
47 12470 1.121 384.0 49.80 557.1 577
48 16008 1.115 384.0 42.23 595.6 614
49 10934 1.136 384.0 58.80 390.2 386
50 18225 1.105 384.0 37.00 583.8 599
51 16121 1.091 288.0 29.67 540.9 544
52 13436 1.099 288.0 34.80 538.5 543
53 11216 1.108 288.0 37.80 496.1 505
54 8997 1.113 288,0 40.85 435.8 444
55 8964 1.115 288.0 43.30 462.1 472
56 7037 1.125 288.0 52.30 448.1 457
57 4557 1.134 288.0 60.20 342.4 349
58 3650 1.139 288.0 65.50 302.4 308
59 2606 1*149 288.0 89.30 303.1 307
60 1862 1.162 288.0 147.00 370.6 374
61 6294 1.108 192.0 33.05 367.5 371
62 5343 1.116 192.0 40.40 388.6 396
63 4186 1.123 192.0 47.80 367.2 374
64 3347 1.130 192.0 46.25 287.2 292
65 2547 1.139 192.0 59.60 288.6 293
66 1919 1.151 192.0 94.90 358.8 362
67 1424 1.160 192.0 138.30( 399.7 400
68 8908 1.096 192.0 27.40 419.6 422
69 10432 1.090 192.0 25.30 6 448.1 447
70 13348 1.079 192.0 22.10 490.0 487
TABLE 4-B 
(CONTINUED)
tUN NO. HE NO.
l/3
(PR NO,) L/D LAMBDA NU NO. 
CAL.
NU 1 
EXI
71 5989 1.075 96.0 18.54 370.5 362
72 6231 1.084 96.0 21.25 447.3 443
73 4743 1.091 96.0 23.15 377.2 375
74 4754 1.085 96.0 21.30 344.9 340
75 3240 1.100 96.0 26.80 305.5 304
76 2760 1.111 96.0 32.87 326.2 328
77 1468 1.137 96.0 59.73 * 335.5 336
78 2080 1.125 96.0 46. 75 361.5 363
79 1182 1.149 96.0 81.60 379.5 381
80 772 1.160 .96.0 119.00 374.3 374
TABLE 4-C
COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL NUSSELT NUMBER
TUBE DIAMETER = 2 '
1/3
RUN NO. RE NO. (PR NO.) L/D LAMBDA NU NO. NU NO
CAL. EXP.
81 1394 1.174 96.0 732.00 4433.9 4301
82 3161 1.160 96.0 283.00 3627.1 3639
83 3091 1.160 96.0 276.00 3457.9 3469
84 4868 1.151 96.0 162.60 3083.7 3146
85 6496 1.143 96.0 124.00 3061.4 3147
86 4016 1.155 96.0 188.20 2986.1 3038
87 1861 1.170 96.0 526.00 4155.1 4078
88 5971 1.137 72.0 120.20 e 3611.6 3677
89 4886 1.139 72.0 129.30 3210.4 3256
90 3890 1.141 72.0 123.30 2452.1 2484
91 3034 1.149 72.0 148.30 2347.9 2375
92 2426 1.155 72.0 180.00 2320,9 2343
93 1920 1.160 72.0 210.50 2183.6 2192
94 1152 1.174 72.0 514.00 3393.2 3337
95 4599 1.116 48.0 63. 30 7 2112.0 2133
96 3573 1.126 48.0 77.20 2047.8 2064
97 2764 1.134 48.0 91.70 1920.3 1935
98 2153 1.141 48.0 114.20 1902.3 1909
99 1777 1.147 48.0 138.00 1930.6 1929
100 1395 1.155 48.0 169.00 1895.3 1895
101 1129 1.162 48.0 245.00 2281.3 2263
102 773 1.170 48.0 341.00 2238.5 2207
103 3112 1.110 24.0 51.70 2312.8 2310
104 2409 1.118 24.0 61.10 2159.0 2156
105 1785 1.128 24.0 76.00 2040.3 2046
106 1393 1.136 24.0 - 95.00 2034.5 2036
107 1029 1.147 24.0 107.70 1742.3 1742
108 660 1.157 24.0 145.70 1560.6 1555
NU NO. 
EXP*
NU NO. 
EQ.<8.1)
NU NO. 
EQ.(8.2)
TAB IE 5 
COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL 
AND
CALCULATED NUSSELT NUMBER EQUATIONS
EXPERIMENTAL NUSSELT NUMBER, hcD/I^.
V3 0J74 L037
hcD/K^ 0.322<y^K^ (GD^) (L/D) CV^AT)
i/3
h^D/I^r: 0.323<C/C/K^ <GD^> (D/L) < ty<^AT>
V
TABLE 5
COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED NUSSELT NUMBER EQUATIONS
RUN NO. NU NO. NU NO. NU NO.
EXP. EQ.(8.1) EQ.(8.2)
1 1109 1115 1081
2 933 934 967
3 1111 .1114 1129
4 1161 1167 1135
5 1212 1216 1144
6 1196 1200 1154
7 1162 1159 1158
8 907 904 930
9 954 952 993
10 1006 1010 1061
11 911 913 864
12 714 712 694
13 794 795 778
14 711 705 705
15 582 580 593
16 603 600 617
17 687 685 710
18 710 711 739
19 746 748 782
20 841 840 862
21 646 643 613
22 599 594 575
23 567 565 555
24 650 648 644
25 676 673 679
26 678 673 680
27 617 616 628
28 787 784 808
29 826 826 862
30 872 . 876 918
31 447 450 424
32 427 427 410
33 444 445 434
(CONTINUED)
RUN NO.
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60 
61 
62
63
64
65
66
67
68 
69
NU NO. 
EXP. 
432
390
444
422
536
592
644
439
489
454
497
584
504 
577 
614 
386 
599 
544 
543
505 
444 
472 
457 
349 
308 
307 
374 
371 
396 
374
292
293 
362 
400 
422 
447
NU NO. 
EQ0(8.1)
435
394
448
427
541
603
654
433
483
444
483
562
490
557
596
390
584
541
538
496
436 
462 
448 
342
302
303 
371 
367 
389 
367 
287 
289 
359 
400 
420 
448
NU NO.
EQ.(8.2) 
429
392
447
429
549
619
675
417
469
442
488
579
513
586
635
415
627
586
577
527
459
486
465
349
306 ft
300
357
388
406
378
295
291
353
385
450
484
RUN NO. NU NO. NU NO. NU NO,
EXP.
EQ.<8. 1) EQ0 (8,
70 487 490 536
71 362 V 370 402
72 443 447 483
.73 375 377 403
74 340 345 370
75 304 305 322
76 328 326 339
77 336 336 336
78 363 361 368
79 381 380 373
80 374 374 359
81 4301 4434 4034
82 3639 3627 3495
83 3469 3458 3333
84 3146 3084 3068
85 3147 3061 3101
86 3038 2986 2940
87 4078 4155 3857
88 3677 3612 3664
89 3256 3210 3231
90 2484 2452 2457
91 2375 2349 2321
92 2343 2321 2265
93 2192 2184 2105
94 3337 3393 3121 *
95 2133 2112 2188
96 2064 2048 2092
97 1935 1920 1936
98 1909 1902 1890
99 1929 1931 1894
100 1895 1895 1834
101 2263 2281 2165
102 2207 2239 2077
103 2310 2313 2406
104 2156 2159 2217
105 2046 2040 2061
106 2036 2035 2025
107 1742 1742 1712
108 1555 1561
1499
SAMPLE CALCULATION
Run Number 6
MEAN HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT.
The mean heat transfer coefficient over the whole 
length of the condenser tube was calculated from the values 
for each section. The calculations for each section were 
similar.
Section I
Wj = 23 -6 lh./hr.
= Latent heat outside tube = 970.3 Btu/lb.
Lj = Ij. ft.
K = Thermal conductivity of the copper = hr» F«ft»
Ty = Average vapour temperature inside the condenser 
tube = 236.07°F.
Tw = Inside wall temperature.
Tq = Measured average wall temperature 5/32" distance 
from the inside wall surface = 228.2°F. 
r^  = Inside condenser tube radius = 1/2" 
rQ = (l/2)+(5/32) = 21/32"
a = >v O 1
= Wt )'<> = (23-6) (970.3) = (2)(3.1J+)(217.6)(U) Tw-228.2
l^ri(2l/l6j
Tw = 229-31+°?
ATj = 236.07 - 229.31+ = 6.730P
<3^  = hj Aj AT j
hI = = 3253 Btu/hr.°P.ft2
Similar calculations for the other three sections 
give the following results:
Section No.
!
Heat transfer coefficients, Btu/hr.°F.ft2 j
.................. ..... .. ... . ..... I.
1
 , ,.J . . . . r ..„.„-, u,ur,m,.u |
3 2 5 3  j
II j 582h
I
III j 9601
1 IV
------------
I
J hOi+8
----— — -— hi
1
t i
From these values the mean value for the heat 
transfer coefficient is
h = 5682 Btu/hr.°F.ft2
NUSSELT HUMBER
h = 5862 Btu/hr.°F.ft2c
D = 1" Condenser tube internal diameter.
K, = 0.396 Btu/hr.ft.°F.
= filfro-j-gggJ = 1196
MEAN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE.
W = Total condensate flow rate = 106.2 lh/hr.
)\;= Latent heat inside tube = 95k*k Btu/lh. 
h = 5682 Btu/hr.°F.ft2.
C O
A = Total inside surface( area = w(l/l2)(l6) ft
” A. h (3.1UKlHl6j(5682) “ 4,£!° * c
,/
3 -
DIMENSIONLESS TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE ( ^ / ^ A t)
= 222.0Cm A T  (1.01AA.2
LIQUID REYNOLDS NUMBER
Re _ G£ _ M ?  - -M- . _ k(iQ£>2)Ci2)  P-1 " ^  “ ^ d ^  - C3-iu)(i7(o.5o8|
LENGTH TO DIAMETER RATIO
L = Condenser tube length = 16 feet.
D = Condenser tube internal diameter = 1 inch
L _ _ ig2
LIQUID PRA.KDTL NUMBER
Pr = (Sg±)
A 1
- _ 1 .5 5 3
(0.396)
2668
-  Ur ~
SUPPLEMENTARY DISCUSSION.
Pressure Drop*
Figures 15 > 16, 17> 18 and 19 give the change 
of the pressure drop with the condensate flow rates.
This pressure drop is due to the frictional 
pressure drop and the change in the vapour momentum due to 
condensation along the condenser tube.
The pressure drop across the condenser tube 
increases as the condensate flow rate increases. For some 
low flow rates the pressure drop becomes negative (Figure 
19). This negative pressure drop happens when the pressure 
drop caused by the friction is smaller than the pressure 
increase due to the decrease in vapour momentum. It appears 
that for the higher flow rates the pressure change due to 
the decrease in vapour momentum becomes much smaller than 
frictional pressure drop. Therefore at high flow rates 
one can assume the pressure drop in the condenser tube is 
equal to the frictional pressure drop, having only small error.
The comparison of the pressure drop data in this 
work with published data for two phase flow is not possible 
at the moment. Firstly because it is not known what type 
or types of flow occur in the condenser tube. Even for 
the longest tube because it has four sections, one can 
only obtain three intermediate values for the vapour- 
liquid ratio and hence mean velocities for one run.
- 5 -
This would "be insufficient to estimate from published 
data for settled flow which parts of the tube contained 
which type of flow. Secondly, because if they were known, 
they would not be under conditions of settled flow, as 
velocities and vapour-liquid ratios change continuously 
along the tube, and existing published data apply to 
settled flow.
Heat Flow.
Figures 20, 21 and 22 give the temperature 
difference distribution for the 16 feet long tubes.
For i" tube diameters (Figure 20), the 
temperature difference tends to fall with length to a 
minimum value. This minimum tends to be displaced 
towards the end of the tube for lower flow rates.
A similar trend occurs in the case of the 1" 
tube (Figure 21), though the minimum appears to remain 
nearer the tube entrance for the higher flow rates.
For the 2U tube diameter (Figure 22), the trend 
is not so distinct, but could be likened to the 1" 
diameter tube at low flow rates. The experiments on the 
2” tube diameter were limited by the steam generating 
capacity of the boiler, and the flow pattern for this case 
may well correspond to that for low flow rates in the 1" 
tube diameter as a result.
From the above description of the temperature
- 6 -
difference distribution along the condenser tube, one can 
conclude that the film temperature difference depends on 
the velocities of the vapour and condensate inside the 
condenser tube. Due to the shear at the interfaces and 
the geometrical restrictions imposed by the tube, the flow 
patterns of the two phases are strongly interrelated.
The liquid collecting in the tube restricts the vapour 
flow area. Waves generated at the surface increase the 
shear stress and cause an additional pressure drop in the 
vapour phase. On the other hand, the high vapour velocity 
flow draws the liquid along the condenser tube and causes 
surface instabilities.
Generally in the first two or three sections the 
condensate film on the wall might be affected by the 
vapour drag, and this will cause disturbances in the 
condensate film and, consequently, in the temperature 
differences across the film. In the last section the 
effect of the vapour drag becomes very small due to the 
fact that the vapour velocity approaches zero in the end 
of the condenser tube in total condensation and this will 
cause thicker condensate film on the wall and therefore 
increase the temperature drop across the condensate film 
depending on the condensate flow rate.
Figures 23> 21* and 25 give the heat transfer 
coefficient profiles for the 16 feet long tubes.
For lower liquid Reynolds number in the J-" tube
- 7 -
diameter (Figure 23), the heat transfer coefficient in 
section two is almost the same as in section one hut, 
increases in the third section and decreases in the last 
section (fourth section). For higher liquid Reynolds 
number the heat transfer coefficient decreases continuously 
in sections one, two, three and four and the slope gets 
sharper as the flow rate increases.
In 1" tube diameter (Figure 21*), the heat 
transfer coefficient increases in sections two and three 
and decreases in the fourth section at lower Reynolds 
number. At higher flow rates the heat transfer coefficient 
decreases slightly in the second section, increases in 
third section and decreases in the last section.
In 2” tube diameter (Figure 25), the heat 
transfer coefficient decreases continuously at lower 
flow rates. For higher Reynolds number the heat transfer 
coefficient increases in the second section and decreases 
sharply in the fourth section.
A comparison of Figures 23, 21* and 25 shows the 
similarity between the curves for lower condensate Reynolds 
numbers in §" tube diameters and higher Reynolds number in 
1" tube diameters. But this similarity is not so apparent 
in the 2" tube diameter (Figure 25).
The effect of the vapour and condensate velocities 
on the temperature difference distribution which was 
discussed earlier, also applies in the case of the heat 
transfer coefficient profile.
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Figures 26, 27 and 28 show heat flux profiles 
along the 16 feet long tubes. The comments made about 
the heat transfer coefficient profiles also apply in the 
case of heat flux profiles.
From the discussion about the Figures 20, 21, 22, 
23$ 2i+, 25, 26, 27 and 28, it is considered that the changes 
in the slopes of these curves is due to the transition from 
one heat transfer mechanism to another, probably caused by 
a change in the two phase flow regime.
In general one would expect heat transfer 
coefficients to be high at the entrance of the tube as 
only small quantities of condensate are present.
When the velocities are high the two phase flow 
regime at this part of the tube must be annular, whereas 
at low velocities the flow must be stratified or wavy.
At the end of the tube one would expect lower 
coefficients because the proportion of liquid must be high 
and convection to the liquid must play an important part 
in the heat transfer process (convection coefficients tend 
to be lower than condensation coefficients generally).
The fact that velocities are low would indicate that any 
convection transfer would be poor. The precise flow 
mechanism at the end of the tube is difficult to imagine at 
the moment except for the case of stratified flow which 
would occur at low flow rates. Because the condensate 
probably flows out of the end of the tube by gravity, it 
is possible that stratified flow always occurs at the 
very end.
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Further research is also needed to establish 
what happens in the middle portions of the tube, and it is 
possible that a variety of different regimes could occur 
along the length.
The fact that the velocities are changing 
continuously indicates that probably no regime is in 
existence long enough for it to become fully established 
which, of course, complicates the process considerably. 
This comment would not apply so much to the case of 
stratified flow which could exist along the whole length 
of the tube.
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